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Cancer help Reliv style.

We here of and know so many people in the clutches of this silent killer, but few to none know how to escape its deadly grip. What would we give to know the cure? Is it a diet change? A different way of life? What is the cure? For cures there most certainly are. Cancer is the Black Plague of today, how can we evade and/or escape its clutches?

Nutritional deficiency can help cancer a lot as can high sugar intake. (By sugars I mean High Fructose Corn Syrup, Aspartame, Sugar etc....) The founder of Reliv wanted to create a nutritional bomb that was packed with many of the natural supplements our bodies need to help with: aging, virus and sickness, diseases, rapid recovery and staying at your peak health. The Reliv shakes are fitted to each person what works best for them. No energy, hard time waking early, cuts and injuries taking too long healing, weight loss; there is something for it all. And I am amazed how much I have been helped.

My Uncle was diagnosed with cancer about three years ago and the doctors gave him less than a year to live. My family had just met another family at church, and when this family heard about his cancer, they started talking to him and us about Reliv. He knew that he was probably going to die very soon, so it was worth a try. After starting on a high Reliv regimen, he began to feel a little better. And after taking Reliv less than two months, he went in for a checkup. The doctor after checking him said he was astonished, the cancer was completely gone. Needless to say they were shocked.

If you have any questions about Cancer or diseases, just send or leave a question in the comment box or email me and I will try to get right back with info and answers for you. Or if you have info on Cancer or any other disease, just ask and I will post it for you.